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The Hawks ran up against the Bulls’ defense at its best and they had no response. “That’s 
the best defense I’ve seen,” Jamal said.

•

The Bulls are a relentless, disciplined, and physical defensive team. “They don’t care about 
their man being open,” Josh said. “They help each other. They understand the ball needs 
to be stopped first.”

•

It’s not easy to score on the Bulls consistently over a seven-game series but the Hawks 
were relentless and disciplined on offense only occasionally during the series. Which, of 
course, also is the way it went for most of the season.

•

“I think we just got away from the things that are successful for us,” Al said. “We got some 
looks and they just didn’t fall and after that it was kind of a snowball effect on offense.”

•

“We made things tough on them with our defense,” D-Rose said. “We had to because they 
have a lot of great one-one-one players.”

•

Josh was the only aggressive and active guy early on. Al finished off a poor postseason 
with a miserable performance. J.J. and Jamal couldn’t do anything against Chicago’s 
pressure.

•

Teague was limited to 22 minutes because of a wrist injury. The Hawks missed his 
offensive punch. “He’s a tough kid,” Al said. “He wasn’t the same when he came back.”

•

Joe and Jamal weren’t the same since Game 1. Especially Jamal, who wasn’t as 
accustomed to being double teamed and never really seemed to figure out how to handle 
it.

•

“We burned them in Game 1 and they pretty much said, ‘We are taking you two out the rest 
of the series and make someone else beat us,’” Jamal said.

•

That’s a pretty good bet against the Hawks, especially since the Bulls could bring in waves 
of reserves and not see their defense drop off much, if at all.

•

Because Jamal and Marvin offered little, the benches ended up being Asik, Brewer, 
Korver, Watson and Gibson vs. Zaza.

•

“They contest everything but what goes under the radar is the depth of their team,” Al said. 
“They just kept coming. Their depth just wore us down eventually.”

•
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In the first five games the Bulls had been able to count on D-Rose and one other guy, 
usually Deng, on offense. Deng got his tonight and Boozer also got in on the act by eating 
up Twin early rolling to 23 easy points.

•

The Hawks took Chicago to six games after getting swept in the second round of the last 
two seasons. “The last game could have been 3-2 us easily,” Jamal said. “It could have 
gone either way. We battled with the best team in the East. No one really gave us a 
chance.”

•

But it was another sour ending with a beatdown in an elimination game. “I think we were 
fighting,” Al said. “I would have been disappointed if we gave up and quit but you’ve for to 
give them credit.”

•

The key questions for the Hawks in the offseason include ASG’s search for buyers or 
investors, Rick Sund’s status and Jamal’s pending free agency.

•

The Hawks have to decide if this “core” group has gone as far as it can. “You have to bring 
Rick Sund down here for that,” Josh said. “I’m just a player. All I can do is play.”

•

As things stand now they don’t have a lot of financial flexibility but there’s a lot of 
uncertainty with the expiring CBA and the ownership situation.

•

“We have a good core but I think we need more, as you can tell,” Al said. “It was their 
depth that got us.”

•

“We’ve still got a lot of work to do,” Joe said. “Hopefully we keep adding pieces and keep 
making moves and keep getting better. We keep taking steps. It’s not been easy. Looking 
back at my first two years it was miserable.”

•

At least the Hawks know Teague can play. “I told him to come back from this summer with 
the same attitude and the same intensity he had this series,” J.J. said.

•

Sorry you couldn’t have a better ending, blog people. I’ll check in tomorrow after the exit 
interviews.

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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